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MECHANISM OF �GSI OSCILLATIONS� IN ELECTRON CAPTUREBY HIGHLY CHARGED HYDROGEN-LIKE ATOMIC IONSV. P. Krainov *Mosow Institute of Physis and Tehnology141700, Dolgoprudny, Mosow Region, RussiaReeived January 11, 2012We suggest a qualitative explanation of osillations in eletron apture deays of hydrogen-like 140Pr and 142Pmions observed reently in an ion experimental storage ring (ESR) of Gesellshaft für Shwerionenforshung (GSI)mbH, Darmstadt, Germany. This explanation is based on the eletron multiphoton Rabi osillations betweentwo Zeeman states of the hyper�ne ground level with the total angular momentum F = 1=2. The Zeemansplitting is produed by a onstant magneti �eld in the ESR. Transitions between these states are produed bythe seond, su�iently strong alternating magneti �eld that approximates realisti �elds in the GSI ESR. TheZeeman splitting amounts to only about 10�5 eV. This allows explaining the observed quantum beats with theperiod 7 s.1. INTRODUCTIONThe authors of Ref. [1℄ reported reently ontime-modulated weak deays observed in the or-bital eletron apture of hydrogen-like 140Pr58+ and142Pm60+ ions (these ions have odd�odd nulei)oasting in the ion experimental storage ring (ESR)in Gesellshaft für Shwerionenforshung (GSI) mbH,Darmstadt, Germany. Using a nondestrutive sing-le-ion time-resolved Shottky mass spetrometry, theyfound that an exponential deay is modulated intime with a modulation period of about 7 seondsfor both ions. The authors of Ref. [1℄ attributed thisobservation to a oherent superposition of �nite-masseigenstates of the eletron neutrinos from the weakdeay into a two-body �nal state. This idea was deve-loped in Ref. [2℄, where time modulation was explainedin terms of the interferene of two massive-neutrinomass eigenstates. But it was onluded in Ref. [3℄ thatthe deay rate measured at GSI annot osillate usingapproah in Ref. [2℄ if only standard physis of theweak interation is involved.Further, another explanation was proposed in [4℄. Itis based on a mehanism related to Rabi multiphotonosillations between atomi hyper�ne levels that ano�er suh a period. The Rabi multiphoton frequenywas derived using the multiphoton perturbation theory.*E-mail: vpkrainov�mail.ru

1s1=2 �E 3=2+
E1=2+Fig. 1. Hyper�ne splitting of the ground 1s state forodd�odd nulei 140Pr59 and 142Pm61Only a weak perturbing osillating (magneti) �eld wasonsidered in [4℄. Here, we extend this approah to astrong perturbing �eld based on our previous adiabatiapproximations for a two-level system [5; 6℄. The nu-lear spin of odd�odd nulei 140Pr59 and 142Pm61 isequal to one. The energy of the hydrogen-like 1s statewith the nulear harge Z = 59 is equal toE = m2p1� (Z�)2 �m2 � �52 keV:This level is splits (Fig. 1) into two hyper�ne levelswith the total angular momentum F = 1=2 (lower)and F = 3=2 (higher). The eletron apture deayfrom the F = 3=2 state is forbidden beause the fullyionized daughter nuleus has the spin I = 0. 50% of77
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Fig. 2. The number N of eletron apture deays ofhydrogen-like 140Pr59 ions per seond as a funtion ofthe time t after the injetion into the experimental stor-age ring [1℄. The inset shows the fast fourier transformof these datathe deay of the 14081 Pr59 nuleus is the Gamov�Teller1+ ! 0+ �+-deay:14081 Pr59 ! 14082 Ce58 + e+ + �e:The other 50% of the deay of the 14081 Pr59 nuleus isan eletron apture:14081 Pr59 + e� ! 14082 Ce58 + �e:The relativisti hyper�ne splitting of the 1s1=2 statewith the harge Z for nulear spin 1 is [7℄�E = 2Z3p1� (Z�)2 h2p1� (Z�)2 � 1i ��N Ry2Mp2 ;where �N is the nulear magneton and � = +0:88�Nis the magneti moment of the odd�odd nuleus withnulear spin 1. In the ase of the 14081 Pr59 nuleus, thissplitting is �E = 0:4 eV. The M1 spontaneous gamma-deay 3=2+ ! 1=2+ ours during the short time� = 94 ~3me4 e2~ �m2�E �3 = 0:03 s;and we should therefore disuss eletron apture fromthe lower hyper�ne state F = 1=2.The experimental data in Ref. [1℄ are shown inFig. 2. The number of eletron apture deays of hyd-rogen-like 140Pr ions per seond is given as a funtionof time. The ase of the 142Pm61 ion is similar.

In the GSI storage ring, ultrarelativisti atomi ionsirulate in the plane perpendiular to the strong mag-neti �eld about H0 = 0:1 T. This is an average valueof the �eld beause the atual value varies. The ra-dius of the irle in the ring is r = 15 m. The Zeemansplitting of the lower state F = 1=2 is ~!0 = 2�eH0 == 1:2�10�5 eV, where �e is an eletron Bohr magneton.Hene, !0 � 10101=s. The lower state is (1=2;�1=2)and the upper state is (1=2;+1=2). The seond osil-lating magneti �eld in the ESR produes transitionsbetween these states (the fousing of the ion beam o-urs due to several quadrupole magnets). The osil-lating magneti �eld h sin!t is direted in the planeperpendiular to the onstant magneti �eld. The �eldhas the frequeny of the order of ! � N=r � 109 1/s.Here, N � 100 is the possible number of magneti de-vies on the ring. Hene, !0=! � 10.2. ADIABATIC APPROXIMATION FOR ATWO-LEVEL SYSTEM IN A STRONGOSCILLATING FIELDThe goal of this setion is to investigate the intera-tion of a strong lassial magneti �eld with a two-levelsystem in the ase of a multiphoton resonane [5℄. Thebasi assumption is the smallness of the frequeny ofthe �eld in omparison with the separation betweenlevels (in atomi units), i. e., ! � !0. Of ourse,the well-known results of time-dependent perturbationtheory are not appliable for strong alternating �elds.We use the adiabati approximation to alulate therate for transition from the lower state (+1=2) into theupper state (�1=2). As is well known, it is mathema-tially equivalent to the WKB approximation for theproblem of above-barrier re�etion. We diret the on-stant magneti �eld produing the Zeeman splittingalong the z axis. We also �rst diret the osillatingmagneti �eld h sin(!t) along the x axis.We seek eigenstates of the adiabati Shrödingerequation Ĥ(t)	(t) = E(t)	(t);Ĥ(t) = �e�̂zH0 + �e�̂xh sin(!t);where �̂x and �̂z are Pauli matries. The wave fun-tion is presented in the form of a superposition of theunperturbed lower and upper states	 =  a1a2 ! :78



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 1 (7), 2012 Mehanism of �GSI osillations� in eletron apture : : :We obtain the following equations for a1 and a2:E(t)a1 = �~!02 a1 + �eh sin(!t)a2;E(t)a2 = +~!02 a2 + �eh sin(!t)a1: (1)From system (1), we �nd that the energy eigenvaluesare given byE1;2(t) = �~!02 q1 + q2 sin2(!t) ; (2)where we introdue the dimensionless quantityq = 2�eh~!0 = hH0 : (3)Similarly to the problem of above-barrier re�etion, weare only interested in the omplex turning points tkthat lie in the upper half-plane. They are determinedfrom the ondition E1(tk) = E2(tk), whenetK = k�! + i! arsh 1q ; k = 0;�1;�2; : : : (4)These points are the fundamental branh pointsfor E1;2(t).We �rst onsider the point t0. Aording to [8; 9℄,we obtain the following result for the ontribution tothe transition probability introdued by the point t0(k = 0):w12 = exp8<:�2 Im t0Zt1 [E2(t)�E1(t)℄ dt9=; : (5)Here, t1 is an arbitrary point on the real time axis.Evaluating the integral, we �ndw12 = R2;R = exp(� !0!p1 + q2 D 1p1 + q2 !) ; (6)where D(x) is the omplete ellipti integral of the thirdkind. It follows that the quantity w12 is exponentiallysmall in terms of the adiabati parameter !0=! � 1.Referring to this formula, we also emphasize that theunit pre-exponential fator is exat.Taking the turning points with k 6= 0 into aount(they all lie at the same distane from the real timeaxis) allows passing from absolute probabilities to pro-babilities per unit time (rates). Aording to the prin-iple of superposition of quantum mehanis [10℄, thetotal amplitude A12 for a transition into the upper stateis a sum of the amplitudes ak assoiated with the in-dividual turning points tk. The resonane ondition

is that these amplitudes be added together oherently.The phase fator exp(iS) appears in the amplitude akin onnetion with the transition from a given turningpoint to the next. Here, the quantityS = !0! �Z0 q1 + q2 sin2 'd' (7)represents the aumulation of the lassial ation bet-ween neighboring turning points. The minus sign ap-pears in front of the exponential in the phase fatorbeause the WKB wave ontains the fator [E(t)℄�1=2;it hanges sign during the transition from the point tkto the point tk+1. It follows from Eq. (7) thatS = !0! p1 + q2E " qp1 + q2 # ; (8)where E(x) is the omplete ellipti integral of theseond kind. The quantity S is a semilassialphase (lassial ation) taken on the temporal interval[0; �=!℄.Summing the amplitudes from the N turning pointsand taking the absolute value squared of A12, we �ndjA12j2 = w12 sin2 [N(S � �)=2℄sin2 [(S � �)=2℄ : (9)The resonane ondition has the form(S � �)=2 = m� + ;  ! 0; (10)where m is an integer. The time interval T is relatedto N by the formula T = �N=!. Finally, we expressthe transition rate asW12 = jA12j2T = 2!2� �� Æ 24 !0�! �Z0 q1 + q2 sin2 'd'�K!35 ; (11)where K = 2m+ 1. Therefore, the transition only o-urs in odd harmonis. The Æ-funtion in Eq. (11) ex-presses the energy onservation law, and its argumentontains the magnitude of the energy shift due to theexternal �eld (the Stark e�et).We next proeed to an analysis of the transitionrate W12. If Kq2 � 1, we use Eq. (11) to obtain thetransition rate in the perturbation theory:W12 = 2!2� �eq4 �2K Æ(!0 �K!): (12)We see that the perturbation theory validity riterionwith regard to the transition rate is more stringent than79



V. P. Krainov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 1 (7), 2012with regard to the Stark shift. On the other hand, wewrite the well-known expression for the transition rateobtained by diret appliation of time-dependent per-turbation theory:W12(exat) = 2�!2[(K�1)!!℄4 �Kq4 �2K Æ(!0�K!): (13)Using Stirling's formula, it is easy to verify thatEqs. (12) and (13) agree exatly forK � 1. It turns outthat the WKB approximation works reasonably welleven for small values of K. For example, the ratio ofthese rates is equal to 0.75 for K = 1.The adiabati linearly independent basi funtionsare given by 1(t) =  os (�(t)=2)� sin (�(t)=2) ! exp24i tZ0 
(�) d�35 ; 2(t) =  sin (�(t)=2)os (�(t)=2) ! exp24�i tZ0 
(�) d�35 ; (14)where we introdue the notationtg �(t) = q sin(!t);
(t) = !02 p1 + q2 sin(!t) : (15)The general solution on the temporal interval [0; �=!℄ isa superposition of the linearly independent basi fun-tions, Eq. (14): 	 = C1 1 + C2 2:We ontinue this solution analytially along the realaxis into the next temporal interval [�=!; 2�=!℄, bypassing the branh point t1 (for the funtion  1(t))and t�1 (for the funtion  2(t)). The Hamiltonian Ĥ(t)is invariant under the transformationT̂ = �̂z exp��! ��t �whih is a translation by �=! in the time t and a si-multaneous rotation through the angle � around the zaxis in the energy�spin spae. Therefore, the solutionsan be hosen suh that they are eigenfuntions of T̂ :T̂	(t) = �̂z	(t+ �=!) = exp(i�"=!)	(t): (16)Beause applying the transformation T̂ twie givestranslation by a whole period, these solutions desribestates with a de�nite quasi-energy ".

Using onditions (16), we obtain the following equa-tions for the oe�ients C1 and C2:C1 hexp(i�"=!)�p1�R2 exp(iS)i == C2R exp(�iS);C2 hexp(i�"=!) +p1�R2 exp(�iS)i == C1R exp(iS): (17)The quantities R and S are given by Eqs. (6) and (8).Equating the determinant of the system (17) to zero,we obtain the equation for the quasi-energysin��"! � =p1�R2 sinS; (18)whih has two solutions, " and "0 = � � ".In the neighborhood of a multiphoton resonane,the semilassial phase isS = (2K + 1)�2 +�S; �S ! 0and the quasi-energy is of the form" = (2K + 1)!2 � !� �(�S)2 +R2�1=2 : (19)Corresponding to the two values of the quasi-energy," and "0 = � � ", there are two sets of oe�ients C1and C2:C�1 = (12 "1�s 1�R21 +R2 tg2 S #)1=2 ;C�2 = �(12 "1�s 1�R21 +R2 tg2 S #)1=2 : (20)When the interation is turned o� adiabatially, thesolution 	+ goes over into the wave funtion	+ !  10 ! exp�12 i!0t�whih desribes an eletron in the lower hyper�ne state.It su�es to de�ne the wave funtion of a quasi-energystate on the temporal interval [0; �=!℄ only, beause itan be onstruted easily on other temporal intervalsby means of ondition (16).The probability of a transition from the lower hy-per�ne state (1=2;+1=2) to the upper hyper�ne state(1=2;�1=2) during the adiabati turning on of the per-80



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 1 (7), 2012 Mehanism of �GSI osillations� in eletron apture : : :turbation is determined by the square of the lower om-ponent of the spinor 	+:W (t) = 12 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:1� os �(t)s 1�R21 +R2 tg2 S � sin �(t) �
� R os24S � 2 tZ0 
(�) d�35pos2 S +R2 sin2 S 9>>>>>>=>>>>>>; : (21)The quantity 
(�) is de�ned in Eq. (15). The last termin this expression desribes rapid osillations with asmall amplitude exept in the neighborhood of a mul-tiphoton resonane, where these osillation are modu-lated by the funtion sin �(t).Averaging (21) over time leads to the transitionprobability from the lower hyper�ne state (1=2;+1=2)to the upper hyper�ne state (1=2;�1=2), whih is in-dependent of time:W = 12(1� P );P = 2�s 1�R2(1+q2)(1+R2 tg2 S) K qp1+q2 ! : (22)Here, K(x) is the omplete ellipti integral of the �rstkind. At the resonane point, P = 0 and W = 1=2.That the populations are equal at the exat resonaneis a fat not related to the adiabati approximation,and is also true for the exat solution of the problem.We now turn to the ase of instantaneous turningon the perturbation. In this ase, the solution is asuperposition of the quasi-energy states 	+ and 	�.The oe�ients of this superposition are found fromthe ondition that at the initial instant t = 0, the sys-tem is in the lower state. Omitting the intermediatesteps, we �nd that the average probability of popula-tion of the upper level isW = 12(1� P 2); (23)where the value of P is given by Eq. (22).At points where the ondition!0! p1 + q2 E qp1 + q2 ! = 2K + 12 � (24)

2 3 40:30:40:5w

t; minFig. 3. Derived dependene of the apture deay ontime t taking Rabi osillations into aountholds (with K an integer), the oupation probabilityfor eah level is 1/2. Condition (24) gives the posi-tions of multiphoton resonanes in the ase of a strong�eld and is independent of the way the external �eld isturned on, adiabatially or instantaneously.Aording to Eq. (19) the quasi-energies in the ex-at K-photon resonane are of the form" = (2K + 1)!2 � !� R:Hene, the Rabi frequeny of osillations between twolevels (in the ase of an exat multiphoton resonane)is 
Rabi = !� R == !� exp(�!0! D �(1 + q2)�1=2�p1 + q2 ) : (25)Substituting !0=! � 10 (see above) and using anasymptoti expression for the ellipti integral, we ob-tain 
Rabi = 109 exp��10 ln 4H0h � s�1: (26)The experimental value of the multiphoton Rabi fre-queny is of the order of 0.1 s�1. It follows fromEq. (26) that h = 0:4H0 = 0:04 T, whih is in agree-ment with experimental data.We assume that the apture rate from the uppersublevel (m = +1=2) is equal to �+ Æ and the apturerate from the lower sublevel (m = �1=2) is �� Æ. Theeletron apture deay is modulated by Rabi osilla-tions:w(t) = [h(Æt) + sh(Æt) os(2
Rabit)℄ exp(��t);6 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 1 (7) 81
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Rabi:In partiular, if we set � = 1=3min�1, Æ = 1=30min�1,and 
Rabi = 10min�1, then the time dependene of theeletron apture deay is as depited in Fig. 3.3. TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM IN A CIRCULARLYPOLARIZED FIELDIn the preeding setions, we assumed that the os-illating magneti �eld is direted along the x axis. Wenow onsider the evolution of a two-level system in airularly polarized magneti �eld in the plane (x; y)that is perpendiular to the onstant magneti �eld,whih is direted along the z axis.We seek a solution of the Shrödinger equationi~�	(t)�t = Ĥ(t)	(t);

Ĥ(t) = �e�̂zH0 + �eh (�̂x os(!t) + �̂y sin(!t)) ;where �̂x, �̂y, �̂z are the Pauli matries. The wavefuntion is presented in the form of a superposition ofthe unperturbed lower and upper states	 =  a1a2 ! :We obtain the following equations for the quantities a1and a2: i~da1dt = �eH0a1 + �eh exp(�i!t) a2;i~da2dt = ��eH0a2 + �eh exp(i!t) a1: (27)The exat solution of these equations satisfying the ini-tial ondition a1(0) = 1, a2(0) = 0 is of the form	(t) = 1~!0  [~!0 os(!0t)� i(~!=2� �eH0) sin(!0t)℄ exp(�i!t=2)�i�eh sin(!0t) exp(i!t=2) ! : (28)Here, we introdue the notation~!0 =p�2eh2 + (~!=2� �eH0)2 : (29)In the resonane ase ~!=2 = �eH0, we obtain thewell-known result	(t) =  os(!0t) exp(�i!t=2)�i sin(!0t) exp(i!t=2) ! (30)and the Rabi frequeny is
Rabi = !0 = �eh=~: (31)However, this Rabi frequeny is too high at any realis-ti values of the magneti �eld h. Therefore, irularlypolarized magneti �eld annot explain the observedosillations of the eletron apture deay.4. DISCUSSIONKienle [11; 12℄ theoretially investigated the timedependene of the orbital eletron apture deays ofH-like 140Pr, 142Pm, and 122I ions in a heavy-ion stor-age ring at GSI Darmstadt, Germany, and found thatthe eletron apture rate is not purely exponential butis in addition time-modulated with the respetive pe-riods T = 7:06 s, 7.10 s, and 6.11 s for 140Pr, 142Pm,and 122I, measured in the laboratory system of the ions

moving with 71% of the speed of light (Lorentz fatoris equal to 1.43). The modulation amplitude is a = 0:20on average for all three ions. Suh modulation periodsorrespond to the small energy di�erene 8:6 �10�16 eV,and 7:5 � 10�16 eV, for the phenomenon of a quantumbeat type. Kienle attributed it to the mixing of mas-sive eletron neutrinos emitted in the deays with thesquared mass di�erene (�m)2 = 2:20 � 10�4 eV2. Itis about 2.9 times larger than latest value reported bythe antineutrino osillation experiment.In reent review papers [13; 14℄, the authors on-lude that it is probable that the H-like ions are pro-dued in a oherent superposition of the two hyper�nestates with the total angular momenta F = 1=2 andF = 3=2. This ould lead to well-known quantum beatswith the beat period T = ~=�E, where �E is the hy-per�ne splitting. However, the �E values in 140Pr and142Pm ions are about 1 eV, whih leads to beat peri-ods of more than twelve orders of magnitude shorterthan the observed ones. In ontrast to that approah,we onsider two Zeeman states of the lower hyper�nestate with the total angular momentum F = 1=2. TheZeeman splitting amounts to only about 10�5 eV, andtherefore quantum beats with the period of 7 s are pos-sible.A new explanation of the �GSI osillations� is sug-gested in Refs. [15; 16℄. The two-partile wave fun-tion of neutrino and reoil nuleus is found as a solu-82



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 1 (7), 2012 Mehanism of �GSI osillations� in eletron apture : : :tion of an initial-value problem in the far zone for atime longer than the eletron apture deay lifetime ofa hydrogen-like ion. The neutrino-reoil entanglementarising in suh a proess is a onsequene of the mo-mentum onservation and is losely related to the wavepaket struture of the state. Beause of the neutrinomixing, the joint wave paket involves a oherent su-perposition of neutrino mass eigenstate pakets. Thisis the new physial realization of the Einstein�Podol-sky�Rosen thought experiment, whih has no analoguein quantum optis and quantum informatis. A lass ofpossible experiments for the registration of a neutrinoand a reoil nuleus is proposed. It is shown that due tospatial orrelations, neutrino and reoil osillations anbe observed in the oinidene experiment. However,the reoil nuleus does not osillate. Observing the spa-tial orrelation and neutrino osillations requires a or-relation experiment in whih an experimental event in-volves an independent registration of the neutrino andthe reoil nuleus in two detetors.In Ref. [17℄, orretions to the ratio of eletron ap-ture rates in hydrogen- and helium-like ions are alu-lated. It follows that the most signi�ant ontributionis the eletron sreening e�et. The orretion has thesimple form (1 � 5=16Z)3, whih ranges from almost50% in helium to 1% in heavier nulei.The authors of Ref. [18℄ also studied a model for the�GSI anomaly� in whih they obtained the time evolu-tion of the population of parent and daughter partilesdiretly in real time, by expliitly onsidering the quan-tum entanglement between the daughter partile andneutrino mass eigenstates in the two-body deay. Theyon�rmed that the deay rate of the parent partile andthe growth rate of the daughter partile do not featurea time modulation from interferene of neutrino masseigenstates. The lak of interferene is a onsequeneof the orthogonality of the mass eigenstates. This re-sult also follows from the density matrix obtained bytaking the trae over the unobserved neutrino states.In Ref. [19℄, the authors investigated the in�ueneof the magneti �eld of the GSI ESR on the perioditime dependene of the orbital K-shell eletron apturedeay rates of H-like heavy ions. They approximatedthe magneti �eld of the ESR by a homogeneous mag-neti �eld. In ontrast to the assertion in other works,they showed that the motion of an H-like heavy ionin a homogeneous magneti �eld annot be the originof a periodi time dependene of the eletron apturedeay rates of the H-like heavy ions. They onludedthat the time modulation of the eletron apture deayrates of H-like heavy ions with periods of the order of afew seonds, observed at GSI, annot be explained by

means of the interations of spins of nulei and boundeletrons of H-like heavy ions with the magneti �eld ofthe GSI ESR. However, the real magneti �eld in theESR is not homogeneous. The ESR ontains six seg-ments with magneti dipoles with a homogeneous mag-neti �eld H0 = 1:2 T. Eah dipole magnet bends theion beam by 60Æ. There is a transition region of about30 m with a gradient of the magneti �eld, where themagneti �eld inreases from zero to H0 = 1:2 T. Thefousing of the ion beam ours due to quadrupole mag-nets. Of ourse, the magneti �eld in the ESR is nothomogeneous overall. But due to the stability of theorbits of ion beams in the ESR, the approximation ofthe real magneti �eld by a homogeneous magneti �eldseems to be rather good. We an onlude from thisonsideration that the value of the e�etive onstantmagneti �eld in the GSI experiment should be dimi-nished. Approximating several quadrupole magnets byan osillating magneti �eld is, of ourse, a qualitativeapproah.The authors of Ref. [20℄ disuss a model in whiha reently reported modulation in the deay of thehydrogen-like 140Pr58+ and 142Pm60+ ions arises fromthe oupling of rotation to the spin of eletron andnulei (Thomas preession). A similar model de-sribes the eletron modulation in muon experimentsorretly. An agreement with the GSI experimen-tal results is obtained for the urrent values of thebound eletron g-fators, g(140Pr58+) = 1:872 andg(142Pm60+) = 1:864, if the Lorentz fator of the boundeletron is equal to 1.88. This value is �xed by either ofthe two sets of experimental data. The model preditsthat the modulation is not observable if the motion ofthe ions is linear, or if the ions are stopped in a target.However, the goal of the omment in [21℄ is to showthat the explanations in Refs. [2; 12; 20℄ are not satis-fatory. The motion of an ion (along a irular orbitin the ring) does not hange the value of the momen-tum F , it only hanges the evolution of the diretionof F , whih does not a�et the eletron apture ratehowever. The author of Ref. [21℄ notes that any linkbetween the GSI osillations and atomi phenomenawould not look natural. Indeed, the energy intervalsand interations in the ion inluding the interationswith external �elds in the storage ring in the GSI ex-periment exeed 0.1 Hz by many orders of magnitude.He postulates that phenomena suh as Rabi osillationswith a notieable modulation amplitude would requirea speial experimental arrangement and do not happenaidentally.In reent paper [22℄ (Otober 2011), the authorsinvestigated the deviations from the usual exponential83 6*
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